Tite Fx

The new body sculpting
treatment of permanent fat
cell removal, for a more
slimmer, toned figure.

View our full comprehensive range
of treatments online at

www.snowberrylane.co.uk
or call us today

01225 700072
to see how we can help
boost your confidence and make you
look and feel great.

Tite Fx For a more defined body contour, and shapely figure
Non-invasive removal of excess body fat

Are there any side effects?

TiteFx is a body contouring treatment that targets smaller, stubborn
areas of excess fat. It is a triple action treatment involving radiofrequency heating, vacuum massage and a high amplitude pulse.

There are no side effects associated with TiteFx. Results can be seen
following the first treatment and as the fat cells are permanently
destroyed, the results are long lasting.

How does Tite Fx work?

How long does the procedure take?

The triple action treatment brings about a process called
electroporation, creating pores in cell membranes that lead to the
permanent death of fat cells. The surface of the skin loses volume as a
result and becomes more contoured and tighter in appearance as the
application of RF energy makes the skin more taut.

We recommend a course of 6 weekly treatments to bring about the
best results.

Does the treatment hurt?
TiteFx is a non-invasive treatment and so there is little discomfort
during or after the procedure. There may be a raised heat sensation
at the treatment area, this is constantly
monitored to ensure safe, accurate
feedback of the skin’s temperature.

What areas of the body can be treated?
TiteFx is ideal for treating smaller pockets of fat that are difficult to
remove with regular exercise. It can be used on the arms, stomach,
thighs, buttocks, in fact any areas where there is excess fat.

IN SAFE HANDS
TiteFx is performed by one of our qualified cosmetic practitioners,
who will be supported by a team of highly trained professionals
dedicated to providing the best possible care before, during and
after your treatment.

Call us today on 01225 700072 to arrange
an initial no-obligation consultation.
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